
 
  
 
 

 

There’s a whole lot a shakin’ goin’ on… 

And this time it’s NOT a good thing! 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Vibration is bad – especially for those who have no choice but to be seated.  
 

The answer has been obvious – add suspension to reduce the vibration. 
 
Until now, the solutions have been less than successful: cumbersome add-ons, increasing 
weight and making propulsion MORE difficult, increased maintenance, increased costs and 
spotty results. 

Enter Loopwheels™ - a brilliant new design 
from the UK which has been demonstrated 
to reduce vibrations by over 243% when 
compared to standard spoke wheels.  
 
And the patented shock-absorbing coils, 
actually capture the energy when moving 
over uneven surfaces and send the energy 
to the forward motion of the wheelchair ~ 
making propulsion easier.  

 
Less vibrations – more ease of movement – no hidden costs – BRILLIANT! 

“Wheelchair users are particularly at risk 
from whole-body vibration (WBV) related 
complaints due to their reduced muscle 
activity, relaxed posture and musculoskeletal 
weakness caused by long periods of sitting.” 

RESNA -2004 

 



 
 
Loopwheels™ Specifications: 

Wheel Sizes:  24" and 25" 
Axle bearing:  1/2 inch (12.7mm) and 12mm 

Spring/loop material:  Carbon composite with plastic sleeve 
Rim:  Double-walled aluminum, black 
Hub:   Die-cast aluminum, anodized graphite grey sealed cartridge 

bearings 
Wheel Weight: 

(without push rim, tire or axle) 
 24" - 1.8kg (3.97 lbs.) 

25" - 1.85kg (4.08 lbs.) 
Weight Limit:  120kg (265 lbs.) per pair of wheels 

   
Recommended Tires:  Schwalbe Marathon Plus 

Push rim distance:  We offer a range of push rim options. Choose a wide (19mm) 
or narrow (11mm) distance between the wheel rim and your 
push rim 

Push rim style:  Included no-cost option: black aluminum powder-coated push 
rims. 

Option Upgrade Push rims:  Alternately you can choose from a range of top quality 
ergonomic brands such as CarbonLife and Natural-Fit. 

Spring Colors:  Black, Red, Purple, Orange, Green, Blue, White 
Logo Colors:  Black, Red, Yellow, Green, Teal, Light Blue, Pink, Purple, Grey 

Multi Color Option:  You can choose any combination from our range of colors and 
logos to your individual taste. 
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For a list of links to research and clinical information 
on Whole Body Vibrations go to 
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